
Academic Esports™

CAMPS & CLUBS
CATALOG

Extended Learning
After-School
Summer, Winter & 

      Spring Break



AWARD-WINNING
EXTENDED LEARNING PROGRAMS

Integrate Game-and-Learn™ philosophy: Uses gaming as a tool for
engagement and deep learning
Focus on interdisciplinary STEM concepts while developing SEL skills
Are facilitated by trusted Mastery Coding™ instructors
Have a balanced schedule with critical-thinking workshops and
strategic gameplay
Emphasize social-emotional learning to shape healthy students and
gamers

All of our Camps and Clubs:

Powered by Mastery Coding
Mastery Coding™ empowers students to meet the challenges of tomorrow
through intelligent technology education.

All camps & clubs are facilitated by Mastery Coding certified instructors (virtual).
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Students recognize the core foundations of design and engineering, as well as
mathematics, logic, and physics to improve their understanding of how to build,
invent, and program outside the classroom and within Minecraft.

The popular block-building game known as Minecraft has been thriving since its inception in 2011; bringing in and
creating millions of designers, inventors, and programmers. In EngineeringCraft, members use advanced
architectural and electrical engineering methods while learning about different building styles and how to utilize
their awesome creative power.

Students begin by identifying the usefulness of design and engineering within
their builds to make them more aesthetic and/or functional.

Students learn how electricity functions through presentations on electrons, resistors,
and circuits. They will use this knowledge to gain a more concrete understanding of
Redstone contraptions in Minecraft.

SKILL LEVEL: INTERMEDIATE - ADVANCED

CROSS-DISCIPLINARY CONNECTIONS

STEAM CONNECTIONS

Students look at machines in their basest forms such as levers, screws, and pulleys.
Students then transcribe these simple machines into complex ones for use in Minecraft.

Students create and read blueprints to design and/or build their buildings, civil
constructions, and contraptions for use in Minecraft.

Students develop their own artistic style of designing and building all the way from
simple zen gardens to complex homes, castles, and whatever else they imagine.

Students regularly perform arithmetic and learn about logic gates to better understand
Boolean algebra for use in their complex Redstone builds.

Students illustrate their understanding of these new ideas by either mimicking
designs or creating their own original content.

GRADES: 4 - 12
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SEL COMPETENCIES

Students learn the importance of preservation and personal property by not causing harm to the hard
work of others within the game.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

IMPLEMENTATION

Students through trial and error begin to realize their strengths and
employ them to the best of their ability. This understanding of focusing
on your strengths will help students excel in topics they enjoy and leave
them more confident, happy, and aware of who they are.

Own Minecraft: Bedrock Edition (not included)  

Supported Devices: PC, Xbox One, Xbox Series X, Xbox Series S, PS4, PS5, Nintendo Switch, Android, iOS, Mobile

Zoom Video Conferencing 

Reliable Internet connection 

Headset or ear pods with a mic

All camps & clubs are facilitated by Mastery Coding certified instructors (virtual).

1 hour sessions
Multi-week implementation

3 hour sessions
Single week implementation

ACADEMIC ESPORTS™ CLUB GAME & LEARN™ CAMP

Students build upon themselves by learning new skills and teaching
others what they’ve learned. Through these interactions, students
become more confident in topics they have studied and are eager to
learn more.

Students are shown varying styles and cultures through the use of foreign structures such as pagodas
and werkhauses. Learning about different societies through their designs shows the beauty and reason
behind such structures, thus giving them reverence and respect for other cultures.

Students form healthy and constructive relationships with other EngineeringCraft members by
compromising and working together on designs, builds, and complex contraptions.

  AWARENESS OF SELF & OTHERS

  SELF MANAGEMENT

  SOCIAL AWARENESS

  RESPONSIBLE DECISION MAKING

  RELATIONSHIP SKILLS
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FIFA CAMPS AND CLUBS
Combining engaging gameplay with critical thinking workshops, this program teaches students how
to improve their game mechanics, discover how STEAM careers power the gaming industry, and
learn about workforce opportunities in emerging technology.

Students will understand, study, and analyze the field of soccer and it’s digital
counterpart - they will aim to understand how play has evolved over time.

Students will understand the connection between the in game player stats and
their abilities in the real world.

SKILL LEVEL: BEGINNER - INTERMEDIATE

CROSS-DISCIPLINARY CONNECTIONS

STEAM CONNECTIONS

Students will learn new mechanics in the game, how they function, and when to
use them in order to see the connection of how we now live in a world where one
is always learning.

Students will learn about how computers simulate physics using game engines
to improve the “game juice”.

Students will be able to understand how variable outcome’s are calculated using
a random number generator.

Students will compare and contrast different player builds by a collection of
their in-game stats & abilities to identify which ones give an advantage.

Students will learn how to optimize their collection of the in-game currency to
assemble and maintain club value.

Students will analyze gameplay to better understand how the art of reflection
improves performance across all pursuits.

GRADES: 6 - 12
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SEL COMPETENCIES

Students will learn how each situation they are presented with has multiple, viable options and see the
relationship between choosing wisely and choosing quickly.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

IMPLEMENTATION

Students will develop their ability to advocate for themselves by
being able to identify and express their emotions to each other in a
positive manner.

Own FIFA (not included) 

Supported Devices: Windows 7+, PlayStation, Xbox, Switch, and Google Stadia (Mac and mobile not supported)

Zoom Video Conferencing 

Reliable Internet connection 

Headset or ear pods with a mic

All camps & clubs are facilitated by Mastery Coding certified instructors (virtual).

1 hour sessions
Multi-week implementation

3 hour sessions
Single week implementation

ACADEMIC ESPORTS™ CLUB GAME & LEARN™ CAMP

Students will develop their time management skills by having a
mixture of “game time” and “practice time” where they will be
required to learn and practice along with the instructor as they are
taught new mechanics.

Students will develop their social skills by working together with their teammates as they learn the core
principles of teamwork and effective communication by forming and maintaining relationships where
they must work together to succeed.

Students will understand the value of good sportsmanship and how to be kind and considerate in both
victory and defeat.

  AWARENESS OF SELF & OTHERS

  SELF MANAGEMENT

  SOCIAL AWARENESS

  RESPONSIBLE DECISION MAKING

  RELATIONSHIP SKILLS
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OVERWATCH
Camps and Clubs
Combining engaging gameplay with critical thinking workshops, this program
teaches students how to improve their game mechanics, discover how STEAM
careers power the gaming industry, and learn about workforce opportunities in
emerging technology.

Students will learn new mechanics in the game, how they function, and when to
use them in order to see the connection of how we now live in a world where
one is always learning (and there is no “end point” no matter what discipline you
are studying.)

Students will begin to understand the rules of the game and how things function
on a deeper level within the code.

GRADES: 6 - 12

CROSS-DISCIPLINARY CONNECTIONS

STEAM CONNECTIONS

Students will analyze gameplay to better understand how the art of reflection
improves performance across all pursuits.

Students will explore software development concepts like level design and how
that impacts the gameplay and players.

Students will begin to understand how to manage their computer hardware and
software and optimize it for their play.

Students will develop their teamwork and communication skills by forming and
maintaining teams that must work together to succeed.

Students will understand how to analyze and calculate damage totals by finding
ratios through numerical compare and contrast methodology.
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SEL COMPETENCIES

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

IMPLEMENTATION

Awareness of Self & Others:
Students will develop their ability to advocate for themselves by being
able to identify and express their emotions to each other in a positive
manner.

Self Management: 
Students will develop their time management skills by having a mixture
of “game time” and “practice time” where they will be required to learn
and practice along with the instructor as they are taught new mechanics.

Social Awareness:
Students will develop their social skills by working together with their teammates as they learn the core
principles of teamwork, effective communication, and competitive etiquette. 

Responsible Decision Making:
Students will learn how each situation they are presented with has multiple, viable options and see the
relationship between choosing wisely and choosing quickly.

Relationship Skills
Students will understand the value of good sportsmanship and how to be kind and considerate in both
victory and defeat.

Purchase & Download Overwatch (not included)
Supported Devices: Windows 7+, PlayStation, Xbox, Switch
Zoom Video Conferencing
Reliable Internet connection
Headset or ear pods with a mic

All camps & clubs are facilitated by Mastery Coding certified instructors (virtual).

1 hour sessions
Multi-week implementation

3 hour sessions
Single week implementation

Academic Esports™ Club Game & Learn™ Camp
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Where critical  thinking meets
project-based fun

FIND OUT MORE


